
Physics for pre-IOeSE-Homework sheet "10"

Paper1: chose the best answer:
1. The diagram shows a balance being used to find the

weight ofa baby. The weight of the basket can be ignored.
At equilibrium; the pivot is nearer to the weight W than to
the baby. What is the weight of the baby?
~ less than W
B. more than W
C. W
D. impossible to tell

centre r;',' mass
of bean>

!

2. In an experiment, six identical bags of flour are balanced by a 9 kg mass. Two bags offlour are removed. Wha:
mass will balance the remaining bags?
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A. 3 kg @6kg

--.-.....pivot

c. 7 kg D. 9 kg

3. Two equal forces F act on each of four planks. Which plank turns?
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4. A heavy beam is resting on two supports, so that there are three forces acting on it. The beam is in equilibrium.
Which statement is correct?

A. All the forces are equal in
value.

B. The forces are in one direction
and their turning effects are in
the opposite direction.@ The resultant for.ce i~ zero .and
the resultant turnmg effect IS

zero.
D. The total upward force is twice

the total downward force.
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5. A uniform rod rests on a pivot at its centre. The rod is not attached to the pivot. Forces are then applied to the rod in
four different ways, as shown. The weight of the rod can be ignored. Which diagram shows the rod in equilibrium?
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Paper2:

A beam is pivoted at its centre. Three forces, Fl, F2 and F3, act on the beam as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1

a. Which of the forces exert(s)

A clockwise moment, .r.3 .

An anticlockwise moment? 6.7 ..~
b. When the beam is released, the right-hand side of the beam starts to go down. Which of the three distances, a. b or

c, should be decreased in order to balance the beam? Explain your answer.

Which distance? C .
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c. Fig. 3.2 represents a simple beam-balance with the pivot accurately at its centre.
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Fig. 3.2
The person using the beam-balance puts the object to be weighed in the left-hand pan. He has a selection of stan dard
masses to put in the right-hand pan, but he finds he cannot exactly balance the beam.
His best attempts are

masses used e'ffect
-

'lOg, 'fOg, 5g, 2g, 29 beam tips down slightly on the left-hand f,j
..

20g, -10g beam tips down slightly on the right-Iland s

de

idH

Estimate the mass of the object.
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2<i.9 (10+10+ 5-rZ-t'2)

30.5 ( 1o +'2..0)


